Restoring hearing symmetry with two cochlear implants or one cochlear implant and a contralateral hearing aid
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Abstract—With today’s technology and the demonstrated success of cochlear implantation, along with expanded candidacy criteria, the opportunity to provide optimal hearing to both ears for individuals with severe-to-profound hearing loss is greater than ever. This article reviews the advantages of binaural hearing and the disadvantages of hearing with only one ear or hearing with two ears with significantly different sound thresholds. A case study is presented that demonstrates the benefit of bimodal hearing (i.e., a cochlear implant [CI] in one ear and a contralateral hearing aid [HA]) in a nontraditional CI candidate with asymmetrical hearing thresholds. Then, selected studies in adult recipients who use a CI and contralateral HA or who use two CIs are summarized. The data overall demonstrate that bilateral CI recipients, traditional bimodal recipients, and nontraditional bimodal recipients experience substantial binaural hearing advantages, including improved speech recognition in noise, localization, and functional everyday communication. These results indicate that bilateral stimulation of the auditory system through a CI and contralateral HA or two CIs is beneficial and should become standard clinical practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Normal-hearing individuals typically hear with both ears and have auditory thresholds that are similar between the two ears. When a bilateral symmetrical sensorineural hearing loss occurs, the auditory system has reduced acoustic input, yet a balance exists between acoustic inputs to the two ears. However, many people manage in daily life with noticeable asymmetry in hearing. Asymmetrical hearing can occur when acoustic thresholds are different between ears, when only one cochlear implant (CI) is used, or when only one hearing aid (HA) is fit to a person with a bilateral symmetrical hearing loss.

Abbreviations: APHAB = Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit; Ĉ = constant error values; CCITT = Comité Consultatif International Téléphonique et Télégraphique; CI = cochlear implant; CIS = continuous interleaved sampling; CNC = consonant-nucleus-consonant; CST = Connected Speech Test; CUNY = City University of New York; DAI = direct audio input; HA = hearing aid; HINT = Hearing in Noise Test; HiRes = HiResolution; IC = inferior colliculus; ILD = interaural level difference; ITD = interaural time difference; MAA = minimal audible angle; PDT = peak derived timing; RMS = root-mean-square; SII = Speech Intelligibility Index; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; SPL = sound pressure level; SRT = speech reception threshold; SSQ = Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing Scale.
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When patients use bimodal stimulation (i.e., a CI in one ear and an HA in the other) or bilateral CIs, they may be able to restore a degree of symmetry between the two sides of the auditory pathway. In this article, we discuss the effects of symmetrical and asymmetrical hearing loss on the auditory system. A case study is presented that demonstrates the benefit of bimodal stimulation in a non-traditional CI candidate with asymmetrical hearing thresholds. Selected studies are reviewed to illustrate the improvements in speech recognition, localization, and functional everyday communication in individuals who use bimodal stimulation (summarized in Appendix 1, available online only at [link]) or are recipients of bilateral CIs (summarized in Appendix 2, available online only at [link]) [1–4]. The opportunity to provide audible cues to both ears is greater than ever given today’s CI and HA technology. To the extent possible, bilateral symmetrical acoustic input is highly encouraged.

**IMPORTANCE OF BINAURAL HEARING**

Binaural hearing is a fundamental property of the normal auditory system. In real-life listening situations, conversation often occurs in the presence of background noise, primarily in rooms where other people are talking. If there is more than one talker, understanding speech requires the ability to locate and follow each one. Many individuals with hearing loss in one or both ears have difficulty with this situation. Evidence for binaural benefits when both ears are stimulated compared with stimulation of one ear alone are well documented in normal listeners [5]. For example, when subjects listen to monaural compared with binaural pure tones at suprathreshold levels, the stimulus in the monaural ear must be 6 to 10 dB higher than the stimulus during binaural presentation to result in equal loudness judgments [6–7]. This effect, binaural loudness summation (or binaural redundancy), results in signals being louder when subjects listen with both ears than with one ear. With bilateral signal presentation, there is redundancy in the information and, subsequently, an enhanced sensitivity to small changes in intensity and frequency that contribute to improved detection and/or speech recognition [8]. This effect also plays a role when speech and noise come from the same source; thus, with binaural hearing, redundancy cues enhance speech-recognition performance in noise. In CI studies, binaural loudness summation effects are typically determined by comparing percent-correct scores on a speech-recognition measure obtained in the bilateral condition (CIs on both sides) and one unilateral condition (one CI on the right or left side) in which speech is presented from the front in quiet or speech and noise are presented from the front.

When speech and noise are spatially separated, the head shadow effect creates another binaural benefit, since each ear has a different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because of the physical placement of the head. Typically, the SNR at the ear furthest from the noise is increased as a result of attenuation of high-frequency sounds in the noise, which can result in 8 to 10 dB of improvement in normal-hearing subjects [8–9]. The effect size varies, however, and can be as small as 3 dB, depending on the distance between the target and noise sources (i.e., larger separation of sources results in greater effects), as well as the number of stimuli in the target and types and number of noise sources (e.g., pink noise, speech-spectrum noise). In CI studies, head shadow effects typically are determined by comparing percent-correct scores on a speech-recognition measure obtained in the unilateral condition (right or left) in which noise is presented on the same side of the implant and the opposite (contralateral) side. In a unilateral condition, moving the noise from the implant side to the opposite side creates the head shadow effect.

Another benefit of binaural hearing, the binaural squelch effect (or the binaural unmasking or binaural release from masking effect), is thought to reflect central auditory system analyses that occur by comparing interaural level differences (ILDs) and interaural time differences (ITDs) between the two ears. Hearing in noise is improved by adding the ear closest to the noise source and by using timing and phase difference cues between ears if the signal and noise come from different directions. The effect is a 3 dB improvement for a binaural intelligibility level difference of 50 percent correct using monosyllabic words [10]. In CI studies, binaural squelch effects typically are determined by comparing percent-correct scores on a speech-recognition measure obtained in the unilateral condition, in which noise is on the opposite side of the implanted ear, with those obtained in the bilateral condition, in which noise is on the same side. For example, the left unilateral condition with noise on the right is compared with the bilateral condition with noise on the right.
The analysis of both ILD and ITD cues contribute to sound localization, the listener’s ability to identify the location of a sound source in his or her horizontal plane. ILD cues are necessary for localization of high-frequency sounds (above approximately 1500 Hz), whereas ITD cues provide information for low-frequency sounds (less than 1500 Hz). Normal-hearing listeners can resolve small intensity differences of 0.5 to 2.5 dB depending on the sound intensity and frequency [11] and can discern signals to within 1 to 2°, or an equivalent ITD of 10 to 15 μs. In CI studies, localization abilities are typically determined by comparing the root-mean-square (RMS) error or minimal audible angle (MAA) values obtained in the unilateral condition with those of the bilateral condition.

Each of the described binaural effects improves speech recognition, particularly in noise, with binaural compared with monaural listening in normal-hearing subjects. Whereas the head shadow effect is a physical phenomenon due to the placement of the head, binaural loudness summation, binaural squelch, and localization require integration by the central auditory system. When changes occur to the central auditory system as a result of the absence of input, the normal binaural processes are disrupted.

**EFFECTS OF SYMMETRICAL PROFOUND HEARING LOSS ON THE AUDITORY SYSTEM**

Profound sensorineural hearing loss in both ears deprives the auditory system of acoustic input. In animal studies, deafness induced with ototoxic drugs or high-level sounds results in degeneration of cochlear hair cells, primary afferent spiral ganglion neurons, and corresponding central axons [12–13]. In human subjects who had postlingual onset of bilateral profound hearing loss, changes in cell size have been observed in the cochlear nucleus (anterior division), superior olivary nucleus (medial portion), and inferior colliculus (IC) [14]. Animal studies support a critical period during development in which deprivation at a young age causes greater, and sometimes irreversible, damage than does deprivation at a later time [15–17]. In young animals and across many species, sound deprivation results in decreased neuronal size, volume, and number in the cochlear nucleus. Animal models of congenital deafness provide a means of studying the effects of hearing loss on development without cochlear ablation or experimentally induced deafness.

Studies in the congenitally deaf white cat reveal that synapses of auditory nerve endings are abnormal, such as between end bulbs of Held and spherical bushy cells [18–20], as well as between modified end bulbs and globular bushy cells [21]. In addition, the synaptic abnormalities are present at an early age (6 months) in the deaf white cat. It is important to consider these findings and their relevance to individuals with prelingual severe-to-profound hearing loss who consider cochlear implantation in adulthood. That is, bilateral profound hearing loss clearly has degenerative effects on the central auditory system and longer periods of congenital auditory deprivation have greater consequences than shorter periods of deafness or onset of hearing loss at an older age.

**EFFECTS OF ASYMMETRICAL HEARING LOSS ON THE AUDITORY SYSTEM**

Asymmetrical auditory deprivation can result in more extensive morphological changes than bilateral deprivation. For example, the effects of unilateral and bilateral auditory deprivation on changes in IC unit activity have been investigated by varying the relative intensities of click stimuli presented to the two ears. Unilateral ligation of the external auditory meatus in 10-day-old rats that were then deprived of sound for 3 to 5 months showed that ipsilateral suppression was not evident in the IC ipsilateral to the deafened ear. In addition, the contralateral IC received activity that was either reduced from the deprived ear, had increased suppressive input from the undeprieved ear, or both [22]. In contrast, the effects of 3 to 5 months of symmetrical sound deprivation in rats that were binaurally deprived of sound (through bilateral ligation at 10 days of age) showed that binaural interaction was essentially normal. In other words, binaural interaction in the IC was more negatively affected by asymmetrical input between ears than by bilateral symmetrical deprivation. These results in the IC have been confirmed by others [23] and also shown in the auditory cortex [24–25].

With bilateral hearing loss, auditory inputs to the two ears are balanced and little to no competition exists among inputs for neuronal targets [22–23,26–27]. Likewise, in the visual system, bilateral deprivation results in a decrease in activity, yet a normal balance of binocularly driven cells exists [28–29]. In contrast, when hearing is not symmetrical (e.g., asymmetrical hearing loss or unilateral CI use), competition between neuronal targets occurs.
because of an imbalance between active and inactive inputs to neurons that receive binaural projections. In this case, binaural inputs are in competition with neuronal targets, inactive regions will be replaced by those with greater activity, and reorganization to the central auditory system occurs in ways that are different from symmetrical severe-to-profound hearing loss [22–23,27,30–32].

This competitive interaction and the need for balanced input between the ears could affect the development of the binaural auditory system [32–35]. To date, the amount of stimulation needed from each ear for normal development of the binaural auditory system in humans is unknown. Early studies in the visual system of the cat [28] and monkey [36] showed that development of binocularly sensitive neurons required early binocular vision. Binocularly driven cells were reduced in immature animals when one eye was sutured closed or stereo vision was unavailable [28,37]. In animals and humans, unit activity in the IC of the auditory system is believed to reflect binaural interaction activity in the brain stem. Peripheral effects have not accounted for the changes in binaural interaction, implicating alteration of the central auditory system during early development. These findings have important implications for adults with asymmetrical hearing over long periods of time and/or from an early age, the effects of which may be quite different.

INCIDENCE OF ASYMMETRICAL HEARING LOSS AND PERCEIVED HANDICAP

Asymmetrical hearing may occur in a number of ways. For example, cochlear implantation in one ear results in asymmetrical hearing, since the implanted ear detects and recognizes speech at normal conversational levels, whereas the other ear does not. Asymmetrical hearing for periods of time between sequentially implanted ears could play a substantial role in auditory experience and function. Asymmetrical hearing can result from differing acoustic thresholds between ears. Finally, asymmetry can be created when unaided acoustic thresholds are symmetrical but amplification is worn in one ear. The various scenarios in which asymmetrical hearing might exist make determining the prevalence in the adult population difficult. Prevalence rates also vary based on the criteria used to define asymmetry. Noble and Gatehouse report that 33 percent of patients have asymmetrical hearing loss, which they defined as an interaural difference of more than 15 dB in thresholds averaged at 0.5 to 4 kHz [38]. This prevalence is consistent with previous reports [39–40] but somewhat higher than that reported by Pittman and Stelmachowicz [41], who defined asymmetry as >20 dB.

Asymmetry in hearing negatively affects spatial hearing (e.g., direction, distance, movement) and is associated with reduced naturalness/sound quality and signal segregation as well as with increased effort during communication [38]. In two groups of patients, one with asymmetrical hearing loss and the other with symmetrical hearing loss, the asymmetrical group was more disabled based on self-ratings on the Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing Scale (SSQ) [42]. The symmetrical group was more uniform in their ratings of their disability, whereas the asymmetrical group’s disabilities were more selective. For example, specifically noted as difficult were situations that required rapid switching of attention or in which no options existed for physically repositioning oneself for improved listening, either in quiet or in a noisy room. Individuals with asymmetrical hearing loss could function adequately when the environment was static but not when the environment was dynamic.

ASYMMETRICAL HEARING CREATED BY MONAURAL AMPLIFICATION

A series of studies investigated the effects of monaural HA fitting in individuals with symmetrical bilateral sensorineural hearing loss. In the earliest of reports, Silman and colleagues showed that the word-recognition scores of the unaided ear of veterans with bilateral symmetrical hearing loss when fit unilaterally decreased significantly over 4 to 5 years, while the aided ear maintained performance [43]. Individuals using binaural amplification or no amplification did not show an interaural difference. This finding was referred to as “late-onset auditory deprivation” and was further substantiated by other studies [44–46], as well as by studies in children [47–48]. Evidence that effects of auditory deprivation are associated with amplification fit to only one ear were supported by the 1995 Eriksholm Workshop on Auditory Deprivation and Acclimatization [49]. Asymmetry in the stimulation of the auditory pathways is thought to contribute to late-onset auditory deprivation.

Gatehouse introduced a hypothesis of acclimatization for the aided ear rather than one of auditory deprivation for the unaided ear alone [45]. Word-recognition-in-noise scores at presentation levels between 65 and 90 dB sound
pressure level (SPL) were compared in 24 monaurally aided subjects. Results at the highest intensity levels replicated those of Silman et al. [43] and Gelfand et al. [44], such that the aided ear performed better than the unaided ear. In contrast, at lower levels the finding was the opposite. That is, the aided ear performed more poorly at lower intensities than the unaided ear, presumably because of acclimatization of processing speech at higher intensities. A weakness in this study was that no information was available about the subjects’ word-recognition abilities before the fitting of monaural HAs. Evidence of symmetrical function between the two ears before the fitting of amplification was not offered. To address this limitation, Gatehouse investigated four subjects with documented symmetrical hearing loss before and after monaural HA fitting [50]. As expected, significant increases in benefit for the HA ear were noted compared with the unaided ear. In addition, the benefits required at least 6 to 12 weeks. Their data supported both an acclimatization effect for the aided ear and a deprivation effect for the unaided ear. In 1990, Silverman and Silman showed evidence in two subjects that the late-onset auditory deprivation effect from unilateral amplification could be reversed with later bilateral amplification [51], although in other investigations, some recovery and no recovery occurred [52]. The success of both HAs and CIs relies on how the auditory system responds to the introduction of new sounds either acoustically, electrically, or a combination of the two and on the subsequent acclimatization to these sounds over time.

RESTORATION OF SYMMETRICAL HEARING WITH BIMODAL LISTENING: COCHLEAR IMPLANT AND CONTRALATERAL HEARING AID IN NONTRADITIONAL IMPLANT CANDIDATES

Typical CI candidates have severe-to-profound hearing loss in both ears. Persons who have only one ear with severe-to-profound hearing loss and the other ear with more hearing have not been considered CI candidates. One assumption is that the individual will perform sufficiently well with conventional amplification in the better ear alone. A weakness in this assumption is that fitting of amplification in one ear does not optimize binaural function, since sounds are most likely heard in only the better ear, again removing the interaction between ears. Consequently, these individuals continue to function with only unilateral auditory input. Provision of some bilateral cues (head shadow) to patients with asymmetrical hearing loss has been attempted with Bi-Cros (contralateral routing of signals) HAs [53]. With this HA arrangement, microphones placed on both ears amplify and send the bilateral input to the better hearing ear alone. Sounds at the poorer ear are received and detected at the better ear, but this does not constitute true binaural input. In our clinical experience, patients may report improvements in specific listening situations with a Bi-Cros HA, for example, in the car when the passenger is on the side of their deaf ear; however, in general, they continue to struggle in many everyday communication situations.

Individuals with asymmetrical sensorineural hearing loss may receive significant binaural benefit from having a CI placed in the poorer ear along with an HA in the better ear. Preliminary data are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for a patient from Washington University who has had an asymmetrical hearing loss of unknown origin for >20 years. Her hearing thresholds were between 55 and 75 dB hearing level from 250 through 8000 Hz in a mildly sloping configuration in the right ear and in the severe-to-profound range in the left ear. Because of the asymmetry between ears, she had discontinued amplification in the left ear before study enrollment. She was implanted in the poorer ear (i.e., left ear) at the age of 68. Statistically significant differences ($p < 0.05$) on specific measures between test intervals.
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Figure 1.
Word- and sentence-recognition scores for one patient’s left ear at four test intervals from preimplant to 6 months postimplant. Tests were consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) words at 60 dB sound pressure level (SPL), Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences in quiet at 50 dB SPL (HINT 50), and HINT sentences in noise at 60 dB SPL and +8 dB signal-to-noise ratio with four-talker babble (HINT+8). *Significant differences ($p < 0.05$) on specific measures between test intervals.
significant differences in test scores were determined with a binomial model at the 0.05 level.

In Figure 1, speech-recognition scores are shown for the left ear at preimplant through 6 months postimplant. At the preimplant test interval, scores are quite low for all three measures (4% on consonant-nucleus-consonant [CNC] words, 3% on Hearing in Noise Test [HINT] sentences in quiet, 14% on HINT sentences in noise). At 1 month postimplant, scores are substantially increased for tests in quiet: 41 percent on CNC words and 82 percent on HINT sentences. Performance for sentences in noise improves to 21, 63, and 79 percent at 1, 3, and 6 months postimplant, respectively.

In Figure 2, performance in the right ear remains relatively stable over time for CNC word recognition. Some fluctuation in scores is observed for the HINT sentences in noise measure, with an improvement of 21 percentage points between preimplant and 12 months postimplant in the left ear and bilateral condition for CNC words, an immediate improvement is seen at 1 month postimplant, followed by subsequent increases in score at later intervals. A small bilateral improvement is noted compared with the implanted ear across time. For HINT sentences in noise, a slight decrease in the bilateral score is noted at 1 month postimplant, but performance returns to preimplant level at 3 months postimplant, with a further increase after 12 months of use to 79 percent correct. Note that the left ear is now the better performing ear after being the poorer ear for more than 20 years.

The clinical scores are supported by this patient’s subjective experience. The SSQ is a comprehensive inquiry of hearing disabilities, includes a broad range of domains, and is intended to reflect listening in real-world situations [42]. The Speech scale assesses hearing in competing contexts such as reverberation and multiple talkers. The Spatial scale addresses directional and distance hearing. The Qualities scale concerns segregation of sounds, naturalness and clarity, and listening effort. Each item is rated on a continuum of 0 to 10, and higher scores reflect greater ability. Figure 3 shows scores for this patient from preimplant to 12 months postimplant. Scores for all three scales increase substantially through 3 months, followed by slight increases through 12 months. This patient is extremely pleased with the CI in her poorer ear. As we research the effects of cochlear implantation in an ear with severe-to-profound hearing loss for individuals with better hearing in the contralateral ear, we will determine the relation between hearing in each ear on speech-recognition outcomes and benefits in real-life situations, as well as whether binaural processing can be achieved with acoustic and electric hearing for these candidacy profiles.

RESTORATION OF SYMMETRICAL HEARING WITH BIMODAL LISTENING: COCHLEAR IMPLANT AND CONTRALATERAL HEARING AID IN TRADITIONAL IMPLANT CANDIDATES

Speech Recognition

In this section, we review studies of traditional CI candidates who meet current candidacy criteria and
receive a CI in one ear and continue to wear a contralateral HA (summarized in Appendix 1). Previously, unfounded apprehension existed concerning bimodal arrangements, since little was known about the integration of electric stimulation in one ear with acoustic stimulation in the other. Early reports suggested that listening with a CI and an HA might be better than listening with either device alone [54–55]. These two inputs apparently can be combined successfully and provide beneficial binaural hearing [56–63]. In a small sample, speech recognition in quiet and noise was reported for three subjects who had used a CI and an HA for more than 5 years [64]. A binaural advantage was noted for two of the three patients when speech and noise were delivered from a front location. The patient with the least notable bilateral benefit also had the least benefit from the amplification side. Although the results varied across patients and test measures and the sample size was small, binaural benefits were seen on some measures. Bimodal improvements in listening have been documented in larger samples of adults, particularly for speech recognition in the presence of noise. In a study with 21 adult CI recipients [57], speech recognition was greater in the bimodal than the implant-only condition when the speech and noise were presented from the front (+10 dB SNR) and when speech was presented at 60° toward the side with the HA and noise presented 60° toward the side with the implant (+10 and +15 dB SNR). Significant improvements were noted for the group and for individual study participants. The few who did not demonstrate improvement in the bimodal condition had similar performance in the implant-only and bimodal conditions.

Low-frequency residual hearing contributes to pitch perception and could play an important role in the perception of speech in noise and in music recognition. In a study of five bimodal listeners, the addition of the HA with the CI significantly improved speech recognition in noise, even though the HA-alone condition resulted in little speech recognition [60]. Evaluation of melody recognition in the same subjects resulted in superior scores in the HA-alone condition than in the implant-alone condition. Therefore, the HA alone appeared to provide some melody recognition but not speech recognition in noise, while the CI alone provided some speech recognition in noise but not melody perception. The authors concluded that low-frequency, fine-structure cues evoked acoustically and combined with low-frequency envelope cues provided electrically resulted in the observed improvements in speech recognition in noise.

Individual performance varies both within and across studies. Twelve adults participated in measures of speech recognition that included CNC words in quiet and City University of New York [CUNY] sentences in multitalker babble with customized SNRs for each subject to avoid ceiling and floor effects [58]. Significant bimodal benefits were shown for the head shadow effect (8 of 11 subjects), the binaural summation effect (4 of 12 subjects on CNC words, 7 of 11 subjects on CUNY sentences in noise with speech and noise from the front), and the binaural squelch effect (6 of 10 subjects). For the sentence testing, a bimodal disadvantage was seen for two subjects with speech and noise from the front and for one subject when the speech and noise were separated with noise toward the CI side. Interestingly, the individuals who demonstrated a disadvantage when the speech and noise were both from the front had a bimodal advantage when the speech and noise were separated. Likewise, the individual who had a bimodal disadvantage when the speech and noise were separated had a significant bimodal advantage when the speech and noise were both from the front. None of the participants had a bimodal disadvantage when the noise was presented from the side of the HA.

A significant study design concern is that ceiling effects may prevent the observance of bimodal benefit, particularly for sentences or stimuli presented in the quiet condition [58,62]. In a multicenter study with 12 adults...
implanted in one ear with five electrodes. They showed Blamey and colleagues studied nine subjects who were loudness compared with the fitting of each device alone. Even though the group data supported a bimodal advantage in quiet, the individual results showed that ceiling effects limited the study findings for the numbers and sentences measures.

Bilateral use of a CI and an HA requires compensation for loudness summation effects and equalization of loudness compared with the fitting of each device alone. Blamey and colleagues studied nine subjects who were implanted in one ear with five electrodes. They showed that the shapes of loudness growth functions for five acoustic frequencies were similar to those obtained with five implanted electrodes, although the shapes of the respective curves and the dynamic ranges varied. Loudness summation occurred when both devices were turned on and particularly when the signals (i.e., acoustic and electric) were balanced for equal loudness. In a recent study by Potts, subjects were carefully fit with digital power HAs with low compression thresholds (Widex Senso Vita 38) in one ear and wore a CI (Nucleus 24 device) in the other. HAs were fit to achieve maximum audibility and comfort for loud sounds within the acoustic dynamic range. The Verifit system was used at three input levels to confirm optimal HA settings for each subject and to calculate the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII). CIs were fit to achieve maximum audibility and comfort for loud sounds within the electric dynamic range by using procedures developed at Washington University by Skinner and colleagues. Device settings were further adjusted for bimodal wear. Significant predictors of both speech recognition and localization were associated with variables related to audibility of sound in the nonimplanted ear, such as unaided hearing thresholds (1500, 2000, 3000, and 4000 Hz) and aided frequency-modulated tone thresholds (1500 and 2000 Hz). In addition, the SII scores at all three tested inputs were significant predictors of speech recognition and localization scores, suggesting that the HA must be optimally fit at all input levels to maximize performance.

By contrast, Ching and colleagues did not identify a correlation between unaided hearing thresholds (250, 500, and 1000 Hz) in the acoustic ear and bimodal benefit in a group of 21 bimodal adults. The subjects in their study had poorer unaided thresholds (aided thresholds were not reported) than those in Potts’ study. The HA fitting procedures also differed between the two studies. In another recent study with 14 bimodal adults, those with poorer aided thresholds in the mid-to-high frequency range had greater bimodal benefits. These results suggest that acoustic information in the mid-to-high region via the HA might interfere with binaural effects rather than enhance them. The varied findings from these studies highlight the importance of optimal procedures for fitting an HA and a CI to maximize bimodal performance.

Some studies indicate that subjects who have regularly worn an HA obtain higher scores in the bimodal condition than those who have less regular HA use. Others have documented that bimodal improvements in listening have occurred even in cases when an HA is introduced later to the nonimplant ear. For Ching and colleagues, results were mixed; no significant differences were found in bimodal benefits between new and experienced HA users for speech from the front and noise from the implant side. When speech and noise were presented from a single loudspeaker, new HA users obtained better scores than those with experience. Across studies, most subjects report a favorable improvement in sound with bimodal listening, such as more natural sound quality, more balanced sound quality that is louder, enhanced music enjoyment, easier listening in background noise, and increased confidence in everyday situations.

**Localization**

The ability to localize sound is important in daily living; for example, being able to locate important sound sources in the environment for safety reasons. Participation in conversation with multiple talkers requires finding each speaker relatively quickly as ideas are communicated from one person to the next. A common perceptual difficulty when listening with one ear (or one implant) is locating a sound source. It stands to reason that individuals may have improved sound localization abilities when fit with bimodal devices. In an early report of three subjects who used a CI and contralateral HA for more than 5 years, a three-loudspeaker setup was used with loudspeakers from the front and 45º to the right and left of the listener. Two of the three patients demonstrated improvements in left/right localization when listening with both devices. Studies conducted at the National Acoustic
Laboratories in Australia used an 11-loudspeaker array spaced along a 180º arc [71]. The study participants identified the source of the sound after each presentation of a pulsed pink noise signal at 70 dB SPL roved ±3 dB. Twelve of eighteen participants made significantly fewer errors when listening in the bimodal condition than with the HA or implant alone. On average, the bimodal errors were significantly lower than for the implant-only condition.

Seeber and colleagues used an 11-loudspeaker array (100º arc) to evaluate horizontal plane localization in 11 postlingually deafened adults with bimodal devices [63]. The loudspeakers themselves were hidden from the participants, who indicated the sound source through use of a laser beam that could be placed anywhere along a 140º arc. Four participants were unable to localize in any of the three tested conditions (HA only, CI only, and bimodal), four were able to localize the sound as being from either the right or left in the bimodal condition, two had some localization ability beyond right/left, and one had good localization ability when using the CI and HA in combination. The authors suggest that the participants who were able to localize relied on interaural loudness differences.

Although both localization and speech recognition tasks depend on level and timing cues, how these cues might be used differently for a given subject or how the underlying mechanisms associated with their perception might differ for an individual is unclear. The localization abilities of 12 adults with bimal devices were investigated with an eight-speaker array (108º arc) from which everyday sounds were presented randomly [58]. Two of the twelve subjects who demonstrated the most consistent binaural benefits for speech recognition in noise (in another part of the study) were disparate in their localization abilities; one had the second highest localization score and the other the worst score.

In conclusion, bimal listening provided through a CI in one ear and an HA in the contralateral ear results in significant bimal improvements, including speech recognition in noise, localization, and functional abilities in everyday life. Although these findings in adults are promising, further research is needed to optimize amplification in the nonimplanted ear, both alone and in conjunction with a contralateral CI. In addition, by providing amplification to the nonimplanted ear, the consequences of asymmetrical auditory deprivation that can be created with unilateral cochlear implantation are reduced.

RESTORATION OF SYMMETRICAL HEARING WITH BILATERAL LISTENING: TWO COCHLEAR IMPLANTS

In this section, we review selected studies of speech-recognition and localization abilities in subjects who receive two CIs (summarized in Appendix 2). In these studies, individuals may have received simultaneous implants (i.e., both ears implanted during the same surgery) or sequential implants (i.e., each ear implanted but with a period of time between the first and second ear surgeries). Of significance is the very large number of potential sequential bilateral CI candidates worldwide. More than 120,000 individuals have received unilateral CIs with one of the three Food and Drug Administration-approved devices (e.g., Advanced Bionics Corporation, Cochlear Americas, MED-EL Corporation). Of that estimated number, at least 4,600, or 4 percent, have received bilateral CIs; however, the rate of bilateral implantation is rising. In our clinical practice at Washington University, adults with profound hearing loss, including those who have already received one implant, inquire weekly about bilateral implantation.

Speech Recognition: Sequential Implantation

Bilateral implantation has the potential to improve listening performance in noise and in quiet. A within-subject comparison of bilateral and unilateral speech-recognition abilities was evaluated in nine adults (six sequential, three simultaneous) tested in three conditions: right implant, left implant, and bilateral implants [72]. Stimuli were monosyllabic words in quiet at 65 dB SPL and 0º azimuth and sentences at a +10 dB SNR with speech-shaped noise at ±90º. For the majority of subjects, the bilateral score was higher than the best unilateral score. In quiet, the average word-recognition score was 18.7 percentage points higher with two CIs than with one. In noise, the average sentence-recognition score was 31.1 percentage points higher with bilateral implants than with the implanted ear ipsilateral to the noise and 10.7 percentage points higher than with the implanted ear contralateral to the noise. Subjects informally reported consistent use of bilateral implants and improved sound quality (e.g., more natural, fuller, richer) with both implants than with one.

In the same year, these colleagues used similar stimuli and different SNRs in a four-loudspeaker arrangement to evaluate bimal summation and bimal squelch effects in the same bilateral implant recipient group [73].
To reduce the head shadow effect, they presented the stimuli in a manner that produced similar SNRs across ears. One list of 20 sentences was presented in quiet and in noise with different SNRs depending on the subject’s performance. The gain in SNR at the speech reception threshold (SRT) was calculated. Subjects were tested with bilateral implants and with the better unilateral ear (based on the monosyllabic score in quiet). SRTs in noise resulted in an average 4 dB SNR gain (standard deviation 1.9 dB) in the bilateral compared with the unilateral condition; this gain was attributed to the ability to use binaural processing cues [73]. In this study, most subjects experienced a bilateral benefit shortly after implantation of the second ear.

Sequential implantation in 28 adults with 1 to 7 years between ears resulted in poor performance in the second implanted ear for subjects who had longer periods of time between implanted sides [74]. After 9 months of stimulation in the second ear, scores were poorer in noise in the second ear than the first ear. Compared with the first implanted ear alone, a significant bilateral improvement occurred with speech and noise from the front and when noise was ipsilateral to the first ear. No bilateral advantage occurred when noise was contralateral to the first ear. Preoperative predictors of whether the second ear to be implanted would be the “better” or “poorer” ear did not necessarily agree with postoperative performance in the second ear. This finding is also observed clinically; in other words, predicting performance for a second implanted ear is as difficult as predicting performance for a first implanted ear.

A similar finding, that speech-recognition performance was poorer for the second implanted ear than the first, was reported in a sample of sequentially implanted adults [75]. Among five subjects, three were adults with postlingual deafness. The other two were teenagers with congenital hearing loss who were implanted at ages 8 and 11 in the first ear and age 12 in the second ear. Sentences were presented in quiet and noise, with speech from the front and Comité Consultatif International Téléphonique et Télégraphique (CCITT) (International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee) noise at either the front or ±90°. The bilateral implant condition was significantly better than the unilateral implant conditions, mainly as a result of the head shadow effect. With a mean 1.5 years of bilateral use, the second implanted ear remained poorer than the first implanted ear for three of the five subjects for sentence-recognition scores when noise was presented ipsilateral to either the first or second implanted ear and for two of five subjects for sentences presented in quiet to either the first or second implanted ear. The authors suggested that systematic deprivation effects as a result of reduced acoustic input to the second ear may account for the poorer performance for some patients. An alternative explanation is that the second ear may need more time to acclimate to electrical stimulation.

Although duration of deafness has been reported to correlate with unilateral implant outcomes, complex interactions between ears may obscure such relations with bilateral implantation. Sequential bilateral CI recipients participated in an investigation of bilateral CI use with an adaptive SRT procedure in an anechoic chamber [76]. Noise was constructed to match the long-term spectrum of the sentence stimuli and presented at a fixed level. For the 18 subjects for whom the SRT could be measured in all conditions, mean improvements binaurally were 6.8 dB because of the head shadow effect, 2.1 dB because of binaural summation effects, and 0.9 dB because of binaural squelch effects (only for noise on the left). The authors reported no correlation between head shadow, binaural loudness summation, or binaural squelch results and duration of deafness of either ear or the average duration of deafness across ears, expressed in either absolute values or as a fraction of age.

Many adults recall the length of time and effort needed to learn to perceive speech in the first implanted ear and are anxious to know what to expect for the second implanted ear. The clinical questions of expected outcomes in the second implanted ear and time required to reach asymptotic performance are unanswered. To address these questions, background information and preliminary data are shown in the Table and Figure 4 for four adult patients who had symmetrical hearing histories and received sequential implants 5 years apart at Washington University School of Medicine [77]. For each subject, the severity of hearing loss, aided detection levels, and speech recognition scores before implantation were symmetrical. The age at onset for both initial hearing loss and profound hearing loss was similar between the right and left ears for each subject.

In Figure 4, speech-recognition scores for CNC words in quiet and HINT sentences in noise for individual subjects are shown. Test materials were presented at 60 dB SPL; speech-spectrum noise was from the front at a +8 SNR. Statistically significant differences were determined with a binomial model at the 0.05 level. For each subject, speech-recognition scores in the second implanted
ear (filled symbols, solid lines) were higher faster (at earlier intervals) and remained higher than the same interval for the first implanted ear (open symbols, dashed lines). Because the ears were nearly identical for each subject (symmetrical hearing levels, similar speech-recognition scores, similar length of deafness between ears before implantation) and across subjects (5 years between implants for all subjects), the difference in scores between the first and second implanted ears is attributed to the experience of hearing with the first implant. Subject 4 had the largest difference between the first and second implanted ears and this difference continued through the 12-month interval. Although subject 4 had a symmetrical hearing history, the hearing loss was profound in both ears at an early age (5 years), whereas the other three subjects did not have severe-to-profound hearing loss until adulthood. Longitudinal studies with a larger sample size will help address questions of sequential implantation, including factors that contribute to bilateral performance and rate of progress in the second implanted ear.

Speech Recognition: Simultaneous Implantation

Fewer studies of bilateral benefit have been conducted with adults who received simultaneous implants. The earliest report included nine subjects after 3 months of Nucleus implant use [78]. CNC words, CUNY sentences, and/or HINT sentences were presented in quiet and CUNY sentences were presented from the front in noise (±90°) at individual SNRs. After 3 months of bilateral use in quiet, a significant bilateral improvement was reported over the better ear in five subjects for CUNY sentences and two subjects for CNC words. Four of nine subjects showed a significant bilateral improvement over the better ear when listening to speech and noise from the front. Adding the contralateral ear (opposite the noise source) resulted in a significant binaural improvement in scores for seven tested subjects. When adding the ear ipsilateral to the noise, only one of seven (noise-right condition) and three of seven (noise-left condition) showed binaural improvement. The largest improvements were related to the head shadow effect. Further assessment of these subjects at 1 year postimplantation resulted in similar conclusions [79].
In most studies of bilateral implantation, a single noise source is used to determine binaural effects. In everyday communication, a listener may face the speaker but have multiple noise sources in the surroundings. Additionally, the use of multiple noise sources reduces the impact of the head shadow effect and therefore bilateral advantages may primarily result from binaural summation and squelch effects. Speech recognition in noise with multiple noise sources was evaluated in 16 bilaterally implanted adults, 14 of whom were simultaneously implanted [80]. In bilateral and unilateral conditions, participants responded to both a fixed (+10 SNR on the Connected Speech Test [CST]) and an adaptive SNR task with HINT sentences. The bilateral condition was significantly better than the best unilateral condition by 3.3 dB for the adaptive measure and 9 percentage points for the CST. The placement of the speech and noise stimuli in the study suggests that the improved scores in noise result from binaural processes (e.g., summation and squelch) rather than the head shadow effect.

Recently, the results of two separate longitudinal, multicenter U.S. clinical studies in bilateral implantation have become available. One study included 37 adults with simultaneous Nucleus 24 Contour implants assessed at 1, 3, and 6 months postactivation [81]. Speech recognition in quiet was evaluated with CNC words and HINT sentences and in noise with the Bench, Kowal, Bamford Speech in Noise test [82] with speech in the front and noise from the front, right, or left. At the 3-month postimplant interval, subjects wore only one speech processor for 3 weeks and then returned to wearing both implants. Bilateral scores were significantly higher than unilateral scores at 6 months postimplant. Improvement in scores in the bilateral condition was primarily attributed to head shadow effects, with binaural squelch and binaural redundancy effects noted for only a few subjects and to a lesser extent. In this study, the Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit (APHAB) questionnaire was administered after the 3-week period with unilateral implant use and then again after bilateral wear at the 6-month postimplant interval. Subject responses on three of the four subscales of the APHAB (ease of communication, reverberant listening, and background noise) indicated a strong preference for bilateral implants.

In the second multicenter study of simultaneous implantation in adults, 26 patients received MED-EL Combi 40+ implants [83]. The measures were CNC words in quiet and CUNY sentences in noise with speech from the front and noise (CCITT) from the front, right, or left (±90°). Data collection occurred at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postactivation. Unique to this study was the presentation of stimuli to each subject with direct audio input (DAI) via the speech processor to address the issue of test environment inconsistencies across centers. DAI also bypasses the compression circuitry of the speech processor. Head shadow and binaural summation effects were reported at 6 and 12 months postimplant. Notably, binaural squelch effects were significant but not evident until 1 year of implant use, suggesting that this binaural advantage may require more experience with bilateral input.

In summary, whether implanted with simultaneous or sequential procedures, the largest and most consistent benefit in adults is the head shadow effect, followed by the binaural summation, and lastly binaural squelch effects. The relative size of these effects is not dissimilar from normal-hearing listeners, the largest effect being the head shadow effect, followed by the binaural summation and squelch effects. Results across speech-recognition studies with CI recipients vary because of factors such as type of speech materials and noise, SNR, location of noise, and fixed-level versus adaptive SNRs. Variability in speech recognition is present among subjects and between implanted sides for individual subjects. For sequentially implanted ears, finding a suitable test material that does not result in ceiling effects for the first implanted (more experienced) ear and floor effects for the second implanted ear (less experienced) can be a challenge. If either condition exists, a bilateral improvement may not be evident.

Localization

Several studies address whether sound localization is improved when patients have bilateral CIs compared with one device. In general and compared with unilateral implant conditions, adult recipients of bilateral implants perform fairly well in localization tasks in the horizontal plane [75,78,84–93]. For example, in five subjects using pink noise bursts presented from eight loudspeakers that spanned 108°, unilateral conditions resulted in 20° to 60° RMS errors, but only 10° RMS errors were noted for bilateral conditions [93]. The variability in responses also substantially decreased in the bilateral compared with unilateral conditions, suggesting that subjects were more consistent in their judgments during the localization task when both implants were worn. Nopp and colleagues assessed localization in the frontal horizontal plane by using nine loudspeakers and speech-shaped noise bursts...
in an anechoic chamber [88]. In a sample of 20 adults, the mean improvement in the bilateral condition was 30° with a decrease in variability of >16°, again suggesting more consistent decision-making during the task. Newman et al. investigated whether stimulus type affects sound localization by comparing performance between a speech stimulus (1.1 s duration sentence) and pink noise (2–500 ms bursts) presented across a nine-speaker array with each speaker placed 22.5° apart [87]. All stimuli were presented in a quiet classroom. In eight adults simultaneously implanted with Nucleus 24 CIs, mean RMS errors were 29.0° for bilateral conditions and 54.0° and 46.5° for unilateral left and right conditions, respectively. Performance was similar for speech and pink noise bursts. Laszig et al. used shortened sentence stimuli and a 12-speaker array forming a circle around the subject [85]. In the unilateral condition, subjects responded toward the side of stimulation, and 15 of 16 subjects who participated in this study had better localization with bilateral device use.

Although improved, localization abilities of bilateral implant recipients appear to be considerably poorer than individuals with normal hearing or those with less severe hearing loss. For example, performance on a horizontal localization task was on average 2° in normal-hearing participants and 10° in HA users [94]. Under similar test conditions, 20 participants with bilateral implants had errors of 24° but a significant improvement over the unilateral condition of 67° (chance = 65°). In another study, results between normal-hearing controls who were age-matched with bilateral implant patients were compared on a task of MAA levels assessed in the horizontal plane with use of white noise bursts [75]. Spatial discrimination was good when the reference point was in the front or back of the head, and MAA values in bilateral implant subjects were comparable with normals (controls = 1°–4°, patients = 3°–8°). Performance was much poorer, however, when the reference point was on the sides (controls = 7°–10°, patients = 30°–45°+). Compared with normal controls, just noticeable difference values for bilateral implant subjects were similar for ILDs but substantially poorer for ITDs. In other psychophysical studies, ILD thresholds were reported to be similar to those of normal-hearing subjects [75,93,95].

While studies show consistently good sensitivity for ILDs, sensitivity is poor for ITDs [75,90–93,96–97]. For example, the effect of varied ITDs and ILDs using electrical pulse trains was evaluated in five bilateral implant subjects [93]. Sensitivity to ILD cues for some subjects was better than 1 dB. ITD sensitivity was moderate, generally about 100 µs and reduced quickly when the stimulation rate for unmodulated pulse trains was increased beyond a few hundred hertz. In another study, stimuli were 200 ms Gaussian noise bursts presented acoustically and delivered via headphones that fit over the implant devices [98]. ITD and ILD discrimination tasks consisted of a two-interval forced-choice adaptive procedure that determined whether the sounds were perceived as moving from right-to-left or left-to-right. ILD thresholds were good; mean thresholds were 3.8 and 1.9 dB with and without compression activated in the speech processor, respectively. ITD thresholds were poor; 5 of 11 tested subjects had thresholds of <1,000 µs and the remainder >1,000 µs. In this study, the manner of stimulus delivery (via headphones) allowed comparison of ITD and ILD thresholds with a measure of localization using the same listening condition and stimuli. When two outlying participants were omitted, ILD thresholds were highly correlated with sound localization scores.

ILD cues are thought to be the primary cue for localization for bilateral implant subjects; however, ITDs may still play a role [89,92,99]. Depending on the speaker array, low-rate ITD cues in the envelope may assist in sound localization when ILD cues become ambiguous [92]. Alternate coding strategies that attempt to preserve fine structure may allow more salience of ITD cues. Although envelope information is maintained in today’s speech-coding strategies, those strategies that support fine-structure information may prove more useful, especially for bilateral patients. A new coding strategy designed to better preserve timing cues, referred to as “peak derived timing” (PDT) was implemented and described by van Hoesel and colleagues [93]. PDT aims to extract the timing information within each frequency band rather than only from the envelope of respective bands. SRTs for sentences were improved in noise for four bilaterally implanted subjects using PDT programmed on research processors where loudness was adjusted in the bilateral condition to account for binaural summation effects [93]. A significant binaural squelch effect of 1 to 2 dB was also reported.

Few studies have evaluated longitudinal changes in localization in adult bilateral recipients. Grantham and colleagues investigated the ability of 22 bilaterally implanted adults to localize noise and speech signals in the horizontal plane [84]. In a subset of 12 subjects,
longitudinal changes in localization at 5 and 15 months after bilateral implant use were also assessed. Testing in the unilateral and bilateral conditions used 43 speakers (±90°), 17 of which were active. A 200 ms speech signal or noise burst was presented. Results are reported as adjusted constant error values (C), where 50.5° represents chance. In normal hearing participants, C ranged from 3.5° to 7.8° (mean = 5.6°). With bilateral implants, C varied from 8.1° to 43.4° (mean = 24.1°). With unilateral implants, C was near chance for all subjects. Only 2 of 12 subjects showed substantial improvement between the 5- and 15-month postintervals.

Age at onset of profound hearing loss may be a critical factor in the ability to localize sound. In some reports, individuals with congenital or early childhood deafness who received bilateral implants as adults perform the poorest on localization tasks. For example, in Nopp and colleagues’ 2004 study [88], all but 2 of 20 subjects showed improvements in the bilateral compared with unilateral condition. The two subjects who did not show bilateral improvement had onset of profound hearing loss before age 6. In the Neuman et al. study of localization [87], one of eight subjects had congenital hearing loss, rather than postlingual onset, and had the poorest bilateral RMS error score but not the poorest unilateral score. As more data are acquired in children with profound hearing loss who receive bilateral implants at various ages, a critical period for acquiring binaural hearing abilities, including localization, may be defined.

Results across localization studies vary as a result of several factors. The angular separation between speakers can affect RMS error [92]. Localization performance can be poorer at higher stimulus inputs (70 versus 60 dB SPL) because of distortion of ILD cues from activation of the automatic gain controls in clinical speech processors [93]. Directional versus omnidirectional microphones and microphone placement may affect stimulus level depending on the direction of the sound source. As with speech recognition, localization ability varies among subjects and between implanted sides for individual subjects. Although results do not appear to be device or coding-strategy specific at this time, this could change with the implementation of new processing or better bilateral device fitting in the future.

Fitting of Bilateral Implants

A previous question in the field was whether a unilateral CI recipient might benefit equally well from the fitting of bilateral microphones coupled to one implant, rather than undergoing bilateral CI surgeries. For CI recipients using a dual microphone at each ear coupled to a single CI system, speech-recognition performance has been shown to be poorer than with bilateral implants [74,94,100]. Bilateral microphones with a single implant, therefore, do not achieve the binaural processing capabilities that may be afforded by bilateral implants.

Optimal techniques for fitting of bilateral implants are currently unknown. At the present time, clinical practice is to program each CI separately, followed by adjustments when both speech processors are activated together. Lawson and colleagues experimented with a single speech processor with one microphone input coupled to bilateral implants (Nucleus 22) in order to add channels to create more effective stimulation between ears [95]. In one subject, pitch-matching and pitch-ranking procedures were completed in order to identify bilateral pairs of electrodes with similar pitch percepts. With each of three pitch-matched pairs and when stimulus pulses were matched in loudness, the subject could determine the ear that received the earlier onset for interaural delays as short as 150 µs. In another single-subject study, ITD sensitivity was investigated in a recipient of a six-electrode Ineraid device in one ear and an eight-electrode Clarion device in the other [99]. ITDs were improved when pitch matching was used to select electrode pairs, and electrodes that had good ITD sensitivity had the greatest ILD sensitivity. Electrodes with similar pitches were more likely to result in good ITD sensitivity. The relative position of the two electrode arrays as determined by the pitch matches compared closely with the estimates of the relative position of the arrays in the cochlea from computed tomography scans. Further research on the optimization of stimulus parameters such as electrode pairing, stimulus timing, and stimulus level between ears might further extend binaural improvements for patients [92–93,97].

Sensitivity to meaningful binaural cues has been demonstrated for an individual with bilateral implants of differing types [99]. This finding is encouraging since a substantial number of patients will likely have different implant types in each ear, depending on the time of implantation of the first ear and the length of time that has occurred between sequential devices. Additional reports exist of patients using very different implant types in the two ears, particularly patients who were implanted with early technology [101–102]. For example,
two patients received a MED-EL CIS-Link processor and internal Ineraid device in one ear and, subsequently, a Clarion HiFocus implant in the other ear [103]. One patient had significantly improved bilateral scores for CNC words and HINT sentences in quiet at 70 dB SPL. The other patient had mixed results; some tests showed no bilateral benefit (CNC words), some a small benefit (vowel identification), and others a significant increase (HINT sentences in noise at a +5 SNR). In Tyler et al. [102], three of seven sequentially implanted subjects had different devices in each ear but still showed bilateral benefit. Although different processing strategies and devices between ears may introduce variability, similar variability can exist between ears when two identical devices are worn.

The effects of converting bilateral implant recipients to a strategy with increased rate and number of channels was investigated in seven adults who received simultaneous bilateral Advanced Bionics CII HiFocus CIs [104]. Recipients had used an eight-channel continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) strategy with 813 pps for more than 18 months. Following an ABABAB design, patients alternated high resolution (HiRes) paired stimulation (16 channels, 5,156 pps) with HiRes sequential stimulation (16 channels, 2,900 pps) for 1 month. Bilateral speech recognition scores were evaluated with CUNY sentences in multitalker speech babble noise at individually determined SNRs, speech and noise both from the front. HiRes scores improved by 30 to 60 percentage points in 1 month for six of seven subjects compared with CIS scores. Four of five subjects maintained improvements after 6 months of use. Unclear is whether improvements were associated with an increase in channel number, an increase in rate of stimulation, or both.

In conclusion, binaural advantages are observed in adult bilateral CI recipients, the greatest effects being the head shadow effect and improvements in localization, followed by loudness summation; the least benefit is the squelch effect. These improvements occur despite relatively poor temporal processing, as noted in ITD studies. The benefits of bilateral implants and the desire to wear two devices are reported by patients both anecdotally and in some questionnaire data [72,81,105]. For example, patients report decreased effort in communicating throughout the day and less time spent strategizing about where to place themselves in order to hear.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

Bilateral hearing loss causes changes to the central auditory system and processes needed for binaural integration are disrupted. When individuals with hearing loss have asymmetrical input, binaural processing is more disrupted than when the input is symmetrical. Asymmetrical hearing can result from asymmetry in unaided thresholds and can also be created by either unilateral amplification or unilateral cochlear implantation in patients with bilateral hearing loss. Results from bilateral CI recipients, traditional bimodal recipients, and nontraditional bimodal recipients indicate substantial bilateral benefits that include improvements in speech recognition in noise, localization, and functional everyday communication. Bilateral stimulation of the auditory system and, to the extent possible, symmetrical hearing via two CIs or one CI combined with an HA are highly encouraged for all patients.
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